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If you would like more information about the MYP Philosophy generally please click here:
https://ibo.org/digital-toolkit/ to access videos, brochures and other general IB information.
The following information presented is how Merici College is applying the IB MYP
Framework.
*Merici College is a candidate school for the MYP** Only schools authorized by the IB Organization can offer any of its four
academic programmes: the Primary Years Programme (PYP), the Middle Years Programme (MYP), the Diploma Programme
(DP), or the Career-related Programme (CP). Candidate status gives no guarantee that authorization will be granted.

Some key terms:
MYP = Middle Years Programme, this is the framework for students aged 11-16 from the
International Baccalaureate that we use to help design curriculum and foster learning.
Criterion = the 4 areas/headings that students are assessed against out of a possible total
of 8.
Strands = the description of learning that sits under the criterion areas/headings that make
a statement about what a student should be able to do.
Descriptions = the degree to which students can demonstrate the required learning (Year1,
Year 3 or Year 5 Outcomes).
MYP Total = A number out of a possible 32 that is arrived at by adding the total scores for
each criterion in each subject area.
MYP Grade = a number between 1 and 7 that is attached to a description of student
achievement overall for a subject area.
Australian Curriculum Grade = a letter (A-E) which is used to describe student’s
demonstration of learning against the Australian Achievement Standards in each subject.

MYP Assessment Criteria

These 4 criteria across each subject group remain the same for Year 7 through to Year 10
in the MYP.
At Merici College Year 7 and 8 are assessed using the Year 3 descriptions and Years 9 and
10 assessed with Year 5 descriptions.

Here is an example of how a criterion links to the description

(IBO, 2019)

Language Acquisition – Phase Based – Not age based – Vertical Classes

MYP Grade Boundaries

Australian Curriculum Grade Conversions

Reporting
Here is an example of a report from a Year 8 student.
AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
GRADE (A-E)

MYP GRADE (1-7)

TEACHER OVERALL
JUDGEMENTS ON
EVIDENCE OUT OF
A POSSIBLE 8 FOR
EACH CRITERIA
TOTALING POSSIBLE
32)

Example of a Task Specific Rubric

Teachers will take their rubric language from the IB Descriptors for the relevant year. Then
they will make it task specific e.g. if the description says ‘context’ then the rubric will state
the context of the task e.g. ‘Caves’.
Ticks on rubrics indicate if students are near the top or lower end of the scale. The totals
are only given for each criterion, not necessarily each strand. Totals out of 32 are not
provided to students on their tasks, only at the end of the semester.
Assessment and Reporting is based on a ‘Best Fit’ approach and not averaged. It is evidence
based, and a professionally made judgement on this evidence using the descriptions.
Semester Reporting is completed based on summative assessment completed over the
duration of the term/semester/year depending on the nature of the timetabling of the
subject.
Students who are on a personalised learning plan may have variations made to outcomes,
assessment and reporting as outlined in their plan on an individualised basis. Students who
are being accelerated in specific subjects or years, may find they are being assessed at the
next level up MYP outcomes and descriptors.

Thank you for attending this workshop and information session:

NOTES/QUESTIONS:

Further Reading:

MERICI COLLEGE MYP ASSESSMENT POLICY 2020
Click Here: https://www.merici.act.edu.au/building-futures/international-baccalaureate to
access our MYP Assessment policy.

